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Abstract. Let 3 be a dense subspace of a Hubert space ^ . An if'-algebra

srf on 3 is a «-algebra of linear operators defined on 3 and leaving 3

invariant which contains the identity map / of 3 . The involution in stf is

the map A —> A+ := A* \ 3 (see [1]). It is possible to define different types of

unbounded commutants of an cf* -algebra stf . We follow the definitions given

in [2]. Let Ltf(3,%?) be the vector space of all continuous linear mappings

of 3[tssri into J** with respect to the graph topology t¡/ on 3 introduced

by the operators from srf . Then the strong unbounded commutant is defined

as

s/sc :={TeL^(3'.Jr): T3 c 3, TAx = ATx for all x e3 and A e j/}.

s/sc is an algebra, but in general however it will not be »-invariant (see [2]).

In this paper we show that even worse can happen. We give an example of such

an c9'-algebra srf and an operator T e srff such that 3(T") = {0} .

In particular this shows that the strong unbounded commutant of an cf*-

algebra may contain operators which are not closable. Furthermore the con-

structed &" -algebra si gives another example for an if'-algebra whose so-

called form commutant s/S contains a sesquilinear form which is not an op-

erator (see [2]).

Let / be a separable Hubert space with scalar product (•,•). Let

{ex ,e2,e3, ...} be an orthonormal basis of %? and 3 the algebraic linear

span of these basisvectors. So 3 is a dense subspace of %?. We will con-

struct an algebra sé of linear operators on 3 leaving 2 invariant and such

that I e sé and 3 c 3(A*) and A*3 c 3 for all A e sé . We will

also construct an operator T e séf such that 3(T*) — {0}. For the con-

dition T e L^ (3, %f) we simply need that there is an A e sé such that

||rx|| < px|| for all xe3 .

We will actually proceed by first constructing T such that 3(T*) = {0} in

a standard way and then a symmetric operator A : 3 —» 3 such that TA — AT

on 3 and ||7x|| < \\Ax\\ for all xe3 .

1. Definition. Define a linear operator T: 3 -+ 3 by Tek = en if k — 2"~ p

where p is odd.  Because each vector en is the image under T of infinitely
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many vectors ek, it is straightforward to check that 3(T*) = {0}.  We can

also prove the following lemma.

2.    Lemma. For every x - J2jL\ Xfit ** & we nave

^{uTiP1^
1/2

,n-l
Proof. Let An = {2     p: p e N and p odd} for all n e N. Then Tek = en if

k e An . So we obtain

\\Tx\\ =

We will now come to the main proposition.

3.    Proposition. There exists a symmetric operator A: 3 —> 3 so that AT =

TA on 3 and \\Tx\\ < \\Ax\\ for ail xe3.

Proof. We choose a sequence c, > c2 > c3 > • • •   of real numbers such that

c„ > I for all n .

Suppose that we have defined Aex , Ae2, ... ,Aen in 3 such that

(i)   (Aej, ek) = (ei, Aek) e R for j , k = 1.n ;

(ii)   ATej = TAej for j — I .... ,n;

(i") c] e;=1 /ix/ < imxii2 if x = e;=1 Xjej.

It is clear that this is possible for n = 2. One could simply define Ae{ = c.e,

and Ae2 = 2c2e2. Then (i) follows immediately, (ii) follows from the fact that
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Tex = ex and Te2 = e2 and (iii) uses c, > c2. We will show that it is then

possible to define Aen+X in 3 such that (i), (ii) and (iii) hold up to n + 1.

By induction we will get a symmetric operator A : 3 -* 3 which commutes

with T on 3 and such that

oo oo

IMx||2>£/|x/    if *«£>/,.
7=1 7=1

And then because of the lemma a multiple of A will satisfy the conditions of the

proposition. So we will proceed by defining Aen+l. Now Aen+X = Y^=x Pf^

and we have to determine the sequence {p¡}°°.i ■

We want Aen+X e 3 so that only finitely many terms can be non zero.

Condition (i) will fix the numbers px, p2 , ... , pn . We then may choose all the

other pn+x , pn+2, ■■■ freely in R, and we will already have that

(Aej , ek) = (ej , Aek) e R   for all j, k = 1.n + l.

We now consider the second condition. We must have

ATen+x = TAen+x=Y,PjTej'
7=1

Since n > 2 we have Te { = ek for some k <n . So the left hand side of this

equation is given. But because for all k we have infinitely many j's such that

Tej = ek it is possible to find numbers pn+x , pn+2, ... ,pm, many of them may

be 0, so that

m

ATen+l=EPjTej-
7=1

So suppose that we have chosen m > n + I and px , p2, ... , pm so that now

also ATe„^. = TAe„^. when /te.x, = Y™ . pie¡. Then let p > 0 and k odd
n+l n+l n+l        *—'_/=! rj  j F

and k> m and put

m

Aen+l=T,Pjej + Pek-Pek+2-
7=1

This clearly will have no effect on condition (i) since k > m > n + 1. Because

Tek = Tek+2 = ex the vector TAen+x will not change by adding this term so

that also condition (ii) will still be satisfied. Therefore it remains to show that

k and p can be chosen such that also (iii) is satisfied. So let x = ¿Aml XjCj

and suppose that ¿jy?, |x;|   — 1.
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Let E be the projection onto the subspace spanned by the vectors ex , e2,

. ,em. Then we have

2

AY,Xiej+AXn+\en\Ax\r = 'n+l

7-1

AHxjei + xn+\EAen+\ + xn+xp(ek - ek+2)

7 = 1

Now suppose that not only k > m but that k is also larger than all indices that

appear in the expansions of Ae. with j = I, ... ,n . Then we have

|2

\\Ax\f = AY,Xiej + Xn+lEAen+\
7=1

+ 2p2\xn+x\2.

Let

.    il   V3
e = min < - , Cn - Cn+\

y2'  2  («+l)C„+1 + ||^e„+1||j

If l*„+il ^ e tnen in particular |xn+1| < \ and since E"=i \xj\   = 1 we have

E¡ i \x,\2 > 3/4. Also if be,, | < e then

\xn+x\((n+l)cn+x + \\EAen+x\\) < ^(c„-cn+x)

1/2

.7=1

1/2

2,      ,2

^(Cn-Cn+l) \T,J  \Xj
,7=1

< AExJeJ
7=1

1/2

2,      ,2-c«+1 (E> K
7=1

•

So
\1/2 /„

< ^E*7e7
7=1

< ^Ex/i+vi£/le»+i
7=1

l*„+1lll^„+1ll

<Mx||.
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If we now choose p such that

n+l

V2

^   I/2

and if |xn+1| > e then we have immediately

.1/2 / \   1/2n+l \ In+\       x
2,      ,2 I „ / \--v   .2

C«+.

< \xn+l\p\/2< \\Ax\\.

So we see that if p is large enough we will have for all xe3 that

¿/|x,|2J     <rp*|jrc«+i

when x = E/«i x A • This completes the proof of the proposition. The main

result of this note is now an easy consequence of the previous proposition.

4. Theorem. There exist an cf*-algebra sé and an operator T e séf such

that 3(T*) = {0}.

Proof. Simply take for sé the polynomial algebra generated by the symmetric

operator A constructed in the proposition.

In this way the operator T is a nonclosable operator in the strong unbounded

commutant sésc of the cf "-algebra sé . In [2] are defined also the weak un-

bounded commutant

sé,', :={T eL^(3 ,ßf): (TAx , y) = (Tx,A+y) for all x , y G 3 znáAesé}

and the form commutant

sécf := {c G B^(3 ,3) : c(Ax , y) = c(x , A+y) for ail x , y e 3 and A e se)

of an cf*-algebra sé on 3 . There B^(3 ,3) denotes the vector space of

all continuous sesquilinear forms (linear in the first and conjugate-linear in the

second variable) on 3[t^] x 3\t^\.

sé1: is invariant under the involution c —► c+ , there c+ is defined by

c+(x,y) := c(y,x), x ,y e 3. An operator T on 3 is identified with

the associated sesquilinear form cT(x ,y) := (Tx ,y), x ,y e 3 . So we have

sé^ c séf (and of course sésc c sé¿). In [2] is constructed a selfadjoint cf*-

algebra sé and a sesquilinear form in séf which is not an operator. Now

we consider the if'-algebra sé and the operator T e sésc constructed in the

present paper.
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In a similar spirit we can show that the sesquilinear form Cj G séf is not an

operator, that means there is no operator Tx e sé¿ such that Cj = cT .
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